
 

Poll rates PalaceVIP - Number 1 Escort Agency for Integrity, in a world first.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PalaceVIP was this week voted the number ONE london escort agency for integrity 
by 188 of the 280 girls surveyed also making it the first escort agency in the world 

to actually conduct a poll of so many girls.

London, UK, March 5, 2013  – PalaceVIP, the Elite VIP London escort agency, 
today announced the results of a groundbreaking poll, participants voted them 
top for integrity and honesty by its girls. Never before in London has a escort 
agency conducted a poll asking its girls what they think. They are the first 
agency in history to conduct any kind of poll at all.

Michael accounts manager said today “PalaceVIP london escort agency achieved 
2 milestones this week. The first was that we added our 280th girl to our portfolio. 
This makes us one of the biggest agencies in london with the widest selection, from 
younger babes all the way up to the most sophisticated playboy centerfold escorts 
you could dream to meet.”

Michael continued saying “PalaceVIP also decided to conduct a self assessment 
review this week to celebrate our milestone and we polled the 280 girls on what 
they thought about us. We realised that this actually set another first for an escort 
agency in the world. We are the first, in the history of escorting globally, to conduct 
a poll of what the girls think about the agency they work for. And to do it we used 
our new fully interactive website sms system and we asked the girls what they 
thought. 188 of the 280 girls or about 67% responded with rating us the number 1 
in London for integrity and honesty.”

“Many of our competitors being Russian or Albanian types and as such employ 
the usual thuggery tactics when doing business, against us, the girls and even the 
clients, but in the long run we believe modern western values win”.. said Michael 
“so we conducted a poll, like any modern style organisation. Competitors never 
thought of doing that before because they dont have the same values for free 
expression and free choice that we do” claims Michael.

PalaceVIP aims to provide high quality London escorts service to its 
clients, offering only the world’s best and beautiful women to suit their 



needs. And with the Available Now technology aiding its services, 
PalaceVIP truly is the Elite VIP London escort agency. Live the Dream at 
PalaceVIP, visit the website at http://www.palacevip.com

 

 

About PalaceVIP

PalaceVIP is the Elite London escort agency catering to clients needing 
assistance in their search for beautiful escorts London for companionship. 
Operating for almost 4 years, we employ only the most ethical and lawful 
practices in our dealings with clients. We understand the value of accuracy and 
integrity in our transactions, and with a reputation for excellence, we have risen 
to a globally advantageous position and thereby able to offer only the absolute 
best. We offer some of the world’s most beautiful women and we are privileged 
to present them to you in our palace of luxurious dreams. LIVE THE DREAM. 
Visit us at: http://www.palacevip.com

Contact:

Phone: 0750 8580736

0794 3607 334 (24/7)

Email: info@palacevip.com

Website: http://www.palacevip.com
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